We present a character-level recurrent neural network that generates relevant and coherent text given auxiliary information such as a sentiment or topic.
INTRODUCTION
Our work is motivated by an interest in product recommendation. Currently, recommender systems assist users in navigating an unprecedented selection of items, personalizing services to a diverse set of users with distinct individual tastes. Typical approaches surface items that a customer is likely to purchase or rate highly, providing a basic set of primitives for building functioning internet applications. Our goal is to create richer user experiences, not only recommending products but generating descriptive text. For example, engaged users may wish to know what precisely their impression of an item is expected to be, not simply whether the item will warrant a thumbs up or thumbs down. Consumer reviews can address this issue to some extent, but large volumes of reviews are difficult to sift through, especially if a user is interested in some niche aspect. Our fundamental goal is to resolve this issue by building systems that can both generate contextually appropriate descriptions and infer items from abstract descriptions.
Figure 1: Our generative model runs in reverse, inferring ratings and categories given reviews without any a priori notion of words.
Character-level Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) have a remarkable ability to generate coherent text (Sutskever et al., 2011) , appearing to hallucinate passages that plausibly resemble a training corpus. In contrast to word-level models, they do not suffer from computational costs that scale with the size of the input or output vocabularies. This property is alluring, as product reviews draw upon an enormous vocabulary. Our work focuses on reviews scraped from Beer Advocate (McAuley and Leskovec, 2013 ). This corpus contains over 60,000 distinct product names alone, in addition to standard vocabulary, slang, jargon, punctuation, and misspellings.
Character-level LSTMs powerfully demonstrate the ability of RNNs to model sequences on multiple time scales simultaneously, i.e., they learn to form words, to form sentences, to generate paragraphs of appropriate length, etc. To our knowledge, all previous character-level generative models are unsupervised. However, our goal is to generate character-level text in a supervised fashion, conditioning upon auxiliary input such as an item's rating or category 2 . Such conditioning of sequential output has been performed successfully with word-level models, for tasks including machine translation (Sutskever et al., 2014) , image captioning (Vinyals et al., 2015; Karpathy and Fei-Fei, 2014; Mao et al., 2014) , and even video captioning (Venugopalan et al., 2014) . However, despite the aforementioned virtues of character-level models, no prior work, to our knowledge, has successfully trained them in such a supervised fashion.
Most supervised approaches to word-level generative text models follow the encoder-decoder approach popularized by Sutskever et al. (2014) . Some auxiliary input, which might be a sentence or an image, is encoded by an encoder model as a fixed-length vector. This vector becomes the initial input to a decoder model, which then outputs at each sequence step a probability distribution predicting the next word. During training, weights are updated to give high likelihood to the sequences encountered in the training data. When generating output, words are sampled from each predicted distribution and passed as input at the subsequent sequence step. This approach successfully produces coherent and relevant sentences, but is generally limited to generating sentences (e.g. typically less than 10 words in length), as the model gradually 'forgets' the auxiliary input. However, to model longer passages of text (such as reviews), and to do so at the character level, we must produce much longer sequences than seem practically trainable with an encoder-decoder approach. To overcome these challenges, we present an alternative modeling strategy. At each sequence step t, we concatenate the auxiliary input vector x aux with the character representation x (t) char , using the resulting vector x (t) to train an otherwise standard generative RNN model. It might seem redundant to replicate x aux at each sequence step, but by providing it, we eliminate pressure on the model to memorize it. Instead, all computation can focus on modeling the text and its interaction with the auxiliary input.
In this paper, we implement the concatenated input model, demonstrating its efficacy at both review generation and traditional supervised learning tasks. In generative mode, our model produces convincing reviews, tailored to a star rating and category. We present a live web demonstration of this capability (http://deepx.ucsd.edu/beermind). This generative model can also run in reverse, performing classification with surprising accuracy (Figure 1 ). The purpose of this model is to generate text, but we find that classification accuracy of the reverse model provides an objective way to assess what the model has learned. An empirical evaluation shows that our model can accurately classify previously unseen reviews as positive or negative and determine which of 5 beer categories is being described, despite operating at the character level and not being optimized directly to minimize classification error. Our exploratory analysis also reveals that the model implicitly learns a large vocabulary and can effectively model nonlinear dynamics, like the effect of negation. Plotting the inferred rating as each character is encountered for many sentences (Figure 1 ) shows that the model infers ratings quickly and anticipates words after reading particularly informative characters.
THE BEER ADVOCATE DATASET
We focus on data scraped from Beer Advocate as originally collected and described by McAuley and Leskovec (2013) . Beer Advocate is a large online review community boasting 1,586,614 reviews of 66,051 distinct items composed by 33,387 users. Each review is accompanied by a number of numerical ratings, corresponding to "appearance", "aroma", "palate", "taste", and also the user's "overall" impression. The reviews are also annotated with the item's category. For our experiments on ratings-based generation and classification, we select 250,000 reviews for training, focusing on the most active users and popular items. For our experiments focusing on generating reviews conditioned on item category, we select a subset of 150,000 reviews, 30,000 each from 5 of the top categories, namely "American IPA", "Russian Imperial Stout", "American Porter", "Fruit/Vegetable Beer", and "American Adjunct Lager". From both datasets, we hold out 10% of reviews for testing.
RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORK METHODOLOGY
Recurrent neural networks extend the capabilities of feed-forward networks to handle sequential data. Inputs x (1) , ..., x (T ) are passed to the network one by one. At each step t, the network updates its hidden state as a function of both the current input and the previous step's hidden state, outputting a predictionŷ (t) . In this paper, we use RNNs containing long short term memory (LSTM) cells introduced by Hochreiter and Schmidhuber (1997) with forget gates introduced in Gers et al. (2000) , owing to their empirical successes and demonstrated ability to overcome the exploding/vanishing gradient problems suffered by other RNNs (Bengio et al., 1994) . In short, each memory cell has an internal state s in which activation is preserved along a self-connected recurrent edge. Each cell also contains three sigmoidal gating units for input (i), output (o), and to forget (f ) that respectively determine when to let activation into the internal state, when to pass activation to the rest of the network, and when to flush the cell's hidden state. The output of each LSTM layer is another sequence, allowing us to stack several layers of LSTMs as in Graves (2013) . At step t, each LSTM layer h (t) l receives input from the previous layer h (t) l−1 at the same sequence step and the same layer at the previous time step h (t−1) l . The recursion ends with h
Formally, for a layer h l the equations to calculate the forward pass through an LSTM layer are:
Here, σ denotes an element-wise sigmoid function, φ an element-wise tanh, and is an elementwise product. While a thorough treatment of the LSTM is beyond the scope of this paper, we refer to our review of the literature (Lipton et al., 2015) for a gentler unpacking of the material. 
GENERATIVE RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORKS
Before introducing our contributions, we review the generative RNN model of Sutskever et al. (2011; ) on which we build. A generative RNN is trained to predict the next token in a sequence, i.e.ŷ t = x (t+1) , given all inputs to that point (x 1 , ..., x t ). Thus input and output strings are equivalent but for a one token shift (Figure 2a ). The output layer is fully connected with softmax activation, ensuring that outputs specify a distribution. Cross entropy is the loss function during training.
Once trained, the model is run in generative mode by sampling stochastically from the distribution output at each sequence step, given some starting token and state. Passing the sampled output as the subsequent input, we generate another output conditioned on the first prediction, and can continue in this manner to produce arbitrarily long sequences. Sampling can be done directly according to softmax outputs, but it is also common to sharpen the distribution by setting a temperature ≤ 1, analogous to the so-named parameter in a Boltzmann distribution. Applied to text, generative models trained in this fashion produce surprisingly coherent passages that appear to reflect the characteristics of the training corpus. They can also be used to continue passages given some starting tokens.
CONCATENATED INPUT RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORKS
Our goal is to generate text in a supervised fashion, conditioned on an auxiliary input x aux . This has been done at the word-level with encoder-decoder models (Figure 2b) , in which the auxiliary input is encoded and passed as the initial state to a decoder, which then must preserve this input signal across many sequence steps (Sutskever et al., 2014; Karpathy and Fei-Fei, 2014 ). Such models have successfully produced (short) image captions, but seem impractical for generating full reviews at the character level because signal from x aux must survive for hundreds of sequence steps.
We take inspiration from an analogy to human text generation. Consider that given a topic and told to speak at length, a human might be apt to meander and ramble. But given a subject to stare at, it is far easier to remain focused. The value of re-iterating high-level material is borne out in one study, Surber and Schroeder (2007) , which showed that repetitive subject headings in textbooks resulted in faster learning, less rereading and more accurate answers to high-level questions.
Thus we propose a simple architecture in which input x aux is concatenated with the character representation
char ; x aux ] we can train the model precisely as with the standard generative RNN (Figure 2c ). At train time, x aux is a feature of the training set. At predict time, we fix some x aux , concatenating it with each character sampled fromŷ (t) . One might reasonably note that this replicated input information is redundant. However, since it is fixed over the course of the review, we see no reason to require the model to transmit this signal across hundreds of time steps. By replicating x aux at each input, we free the model to focus on learning the complex interaction between the auxiliary input and language, rather than memorizing the input.
WEIGHT TRANSPLANTATION
Models with even modestly sized auxiliary input representations are considerably harder to train than a typical unsupervised character model. To overcome this problem, we first train a character model to convergence. Then we transplant these weights into a concatenated input model, initializing the extra weights (between the input layer and the first hidden layer) to zero. Zero initialization is not problematic here because symmetry in the hidden layers is already broken. Thus we guarantee that the model will achieve a strictly lower loss than a character model, saving (days of) repeated training. This scheme bears some resemblance to the pre-training common in the computer vision community (Yosinski et al., 2014) . Here, instead of new output weights, we train new input weights.
RUNNING THE MODEL IN REVERSE
Many common document classification models, like tf-idf logistic regression, maximize the likelihood of the training labels given the text. Given our generative model, we can then produce a predictor by reversing the order of inference, that is by maximizing the likelihood of the text, given a classification. The relationship between these two tasks (P (x aux |Review) and P (Review|x aux )) follows from Bayes' rule. That is, our model predicts the conditional probability P (Review|x aux ) of an entire review given some x aux (such as a star rating). The normalizing term can be disregarded in determining the most probable rating and when the classes are balanced, as they are in our test cases, the prior also vanishes from the decision rule leaving P (x aux |Review) ∝ P (Review|x aux ).
EXPERIMENTS
All experiments are executed with a custom recurrent neural network library written in Python, using Theano (Bergstra et al.) for GPU acceleration. Our networks use 2 hidden layers with 1024 nodes per layer. During training, examples are processed in mini-batches and we update weights with RMSprop (Tieleman and Hinton, 2012) . To assemble batches, we concatenate all reviews in the training set together, delimiting them with (<STR>) and (<EOS>) tokens. We split this string into mini-batches of size 256 and again split each mini-batch into segments with sequence length 200. Furthermore, LSTM state is preserved across batches during training. To combat exploding gradients, we clip the elements of each gradient at ± 5. We found that it was faster to first train the concatenated input model if we first trained an unsupervised character-level generative RNN to convergence. We then transplant weights from the unsupervised net to initialize the concatenatedinput RNN. We implement two nets in this fashion, one using the star rating scaled to [-1, 1] as x aux , and a second using a one-hot encoding of 5 beer categories as x aux .
Figure 3: (top) Probability of each category and (bottom) most likely star rating as each letter is encountered. The RNN learns Budweiser is a lager and that stouts and porters are heavy. It learns to tilt positive by the 'c' in 'excellent' and that the 'f' in 'awful' reveals negative sentiment.
GENERATING TEXT
Running the concatenated input RNN in generative mode and conditioning upon a 5 star rating, we produce a decidedly positive review:
<STR>Poured from a 12oz bottle into a pint glass. A: Pours a deep brown color with a thin tan head. The aroma is of coffee, chocolate, and coffee. The taste is of roasted malts, coffee, chocolate, and coffee. The finish is slightly sweet and smooth with a light bitterness and a light bitterness that lingers on the palate. The finish is slightly bitter and dry. Mouthfeel is medium bodied with a good amount of carbonation. The alcohol is well hidden. Drinkability is good. I could drink this all day long. I would love to try this one again and again. <EOS> Conditioning on the "Fruit / Vegetable Beer" category, the model generates a commensurately botanical review; interestingly the user "Mikeygrootia" does not exist in the dataset.
<STR>Thanks to Mikeygrootia for the opportunity to try this one. A: Poured a nice deep copper with a one finger head that disappears quickly. Some lacing. S: A very strong smelling beer. Some corn and grain, some apple and lemon peel. Taste: A very sweet berry flavor with a little bit of a spice to it. I am not sure what to expect from this beer. This stuff is a good summer beer. I could drink this all day long. Not a bad one for me to recommend this beer.<EOS> For more examples of generated text, please see Appendix A and Appendix B.
PREDICTING SENTIMENT AND CATEGORY ONE CHARACTER AT A TIME
In addition to running the model to generate output, we take example sentences from unseen reviews and plot the rating which gives the sentence maximum likelihood as each character is encountered (Figure 3 ). We can also plot the network's perception of item category, using each category's prior and the review's likelihood to infer posterior probabilities after reading each character. These visualizations demonstrate that by the "d" in "Budweiser", our model recognizes a "lager". Similarly, Figure 4: Log likelihood of the review for many settings of the rating. This tends to be smooth and monotonic for unambiguous sentences. When the sentiment is less extreme, the peak is centered.
reading the "f" in "awful", the network seems to comprehend that the beer is "awful" and not "awesome" (Figure 3 ). See appendices C and D for more examples.
To verify that the argmax over many settings of the rating is reasonable, we plot the log likelihood after the final character is processed, given by a range of fine-grained values for the rating (1.0, 1.1, etc.). These plots show that the log likelihood tends to be smooth and monotonic for sentences with unambiguous sentiment, e.g., "Mindblowing experience", while, they are smooth with a peak in the middle when sentiment is ambiguous , e.g., "not the best, not the worst." (Figure 4 ). We also find that the model understands nonlinear dynamics of negation and can handle simple spelling mistakes, as seen in Appendices E and D.
CLASSIFICATION RESULTS
While our motivation is to produce a character-level general model, running in reverse-fashion as a classifier proved an effective way to objectively gauge what the model knows. To investigate this capability more thoroughly, we compared it to a word-level tf-idf n-gram multinomial logistic regression (LR) model, using the top 10,000 n-grams. Our model achieves a classification accuracy of 89.9% while LR achieves 93.4% (Table 1 ). Both models make the majority of their mistakes confusing Russian Imperial Stouts for American Porters, which is not surprising because a stout is a sub-type of porter. If we collapse these two into one category, the RNN achieves 94.7% accuracy while LR achieves 96.5%. While the reverse model does not yet eclipse a state of the art classifier, it was trained at the character level and was not optimized to minimize classification error or with attention to generalization error. In this light, the results appear to warrant a deeper exploration of this capability. Please see Appendix F for detailed classification results. We also ran the model in reverse to classify results as positive (≥ 4.0 stars) or negative (≤ 2.0 stars), achieving AUC of .88 on a balanced test set with 1000 examples. 
Predicted Label

RELATED WORK
The prospect of capturing meaning in character-level text has long captivated neural network researchers. In the seminal work, "Finding Structure in Time", Elman (1990) speculated, "one can ask whether the notion 'word' (or something which maps on to this concept) could emerge as a consequence of learning the sequential structure of letter sequences that form words and sentences (but in which word boundaries are not marked)." In this work, an 'Elman RNN' was trained with 5 input nodes, 5 output nodes, and a single hidden layer of 20 nodes, each of which had a corresponding context unit to predict the next character in a sequence. At each step, the network received a binary encoding (not one-hot) of a character and tried to predict the next character's binary encoding. Elman plots the error of the net character by character, showing that it is typically high at the onset of words, but decreasing as it becomes clear what each word is. While these nets do not possess the size or capabilities of large modern LSTM networks trained on GPUs, this work lays the foundation for much of our research. Subsequently, in 2011, Sutskever et al. (2011) introduced the model of text generation on which we build. In that paper, the authors generate text resembling Wikipedia articles and New York Times articles. They sanity check the model by showing that it can perform a debagging task in which it unscrambles bag-of-words representations of sentences by determining which unscrambling has the highest likelihood. Also relevant to our work is Zhang and LeCun (2015) , which trains a strictly discriminative model of text at the character level using convolutional neural networks (LeCun et al., 1989; 1998) . Demonstrating success on both English and Chinese language datasets, their models achieve high accuracy on a number of classification tasks.
Related works generating sequences in a supervised fashion generally follow the pattern of Sutskever et al. (2014) , which uses a word-level encoder-decoder RNN to map sequences onto sequences.
Their system for machine translation demonstrated that a recurrent neural network can compete with state of the art machine translation systems absent any hard-coded notion of language (beyond that of words). Several papers followed up on this idea, extending it to image captioning by swapping the encoder RNN for a convolutional neural network (Mao et al., 2014; Vinyals et al., 2015; Karpathy and Fei-Fei, 2014 ).
KEY DIFFERENCES AND CONTRIBUTIONS
RNNs have been used previously to generate text at the character level. And they have been used to generate text in a supervised fashion at the word-level. However, to our knowledge, this is the first work to demonstrate that an RNN can generate relevant text at the character level. Further, while Sutskever et al. (2011) demonstrates the use of a character level RNN as a scoring mechanism, to our knowledge, this is the first paper to use such a scoring mechanism to infer labels, simultaneously learning to generate text and to perform supervised tasks like multiclass classification with high accuracy. Our work is not the first to demonstrate a character-level classifier, as Zhang and LeCun (2015) offered such an approach. However, while their model is strictly discriminative, our model's main purpose is to generate text, a capability not present in their approach. Further, while we present a preliminary exploration of ways that our generative model can be used as a classifier, we do not train it directly to minimize classification error or generalization error, rather using the classifier interpretation to validate that the generative model is in fact modeling the auxiliary information meaningfully.
CONCLUSION
In this work, we demonstrate the first character-level recurrent neural network to generate relevant text conditioned on auxiliary input. This work is also the first work, to our knowledge, to generate coherent product reviews conditioned upon data such as rating and item category. Our quantitative and qualitative analysis shows that our model can accurately perform sentiment analysis and model item category. While this capability is intriguing, much work remains to investigate if such an approach can be competitive against state of the art word-level classifiers. The model learns nonlinear dynamics of negation, and appears to respond intelligently to a wide vocabulary despite lacking any a priori notion of words.
We believe that this is only beginning of this line of research. Next steps include extending our work to the more complex domain of individual items and users. Given users with extensive historical feedback in a review community and a set of frequently reviewed items, we'd like to take a previously unseen (user, item) pair and generate a review that plausibly reflects the user's tastes and writing style as well as the item's attributes. We also imagine an architecture by which our concatenated input network could be paired with a neural network encoder, to leverage the strengths of both the encoder-decoder approach and our approach. Details of this proposed model are included in Appendix G. Appendices A REVIEWS GENERATED BY ITEM CATEGORY
In the following examples, we generate reviews conditioned on the item category. We show one example for each for American IPA, American Adjunct Lager, Russian Imperial Stout, American Porter, and Fruit/Vegetable Beer. All reviews in this section are generated with a temperature of .5
A.1 AMERICAN IPA <STR>Pours a transparent copper with a nice creamy off-white head that retains well and leaves behind a nice lace. S: Mild aroma of citrus and pine hops. The smell is not super pleasing. T: The body isn't overly abused by the orange peel flavors. It is a solid IPA that is followed by a mouthfeel with a huge rich malt background that is quite prevelent. The finish is slightly bitter on the tongue, and the malt is slightly dry by the end. While I love all the world of beers that I've tried in the past, this is very drinkable. I think it could be a little much for sure. Still a good beer for sure. This one is worth the wait. While it is not a beer I could drink a few of without getting a little difficult to drink and finish the whole bottle. <EOS>
A.4 AMERICAN PORTER
<STR> Served a beautiful black with a mocha head that started about 1/1 inch thick and left lots of lacing. The smell was sweet and roasty with some vanilla and a hint of chocolate. The taste was primarily that of smoky chocolate and some chocolate and barrel character. It had a light mouthfeel with a crisp carbonation. Overall this was a very good beer. I was more interested in pouring this one from a bottle though it is a very good brew (that a must have again). I have another one on tap and it was my ease of time. Overall: A big thanks to Richmond for the chance to try this one. I've enjoyed other porters to be but this is definitely a porter. <EOS>
A.5 FRUIT/VEGETABLE BEER
<STR>On tap at the brewpub. A nice dark red color with a nice head that left a lot of lace on the glass. Aroma is of raspberries and chocolate. Not much depth to speak of despite consisting of raspberries. The bourbon is pretty subtle as well. I really don't know that I find a flavor this beer tastes like. I would prefer a little more carbonization to come through. It's pretty drinkable, but I wouldn't mind if this beer was available. <EOS> B REVIEWS GENERATED BY STAR RATING Below, we show examples of the concatenated input network's ability to generate decidedly positive reviews when conditioned on high star ratings and decidedly negative reviews when conditioned on low ratings. Because the star rating is simply a scalar input to the network, we can also generate reviews conditioned on the more extreme 0 star and 10 star ratings, even though neither truly exist in the dataset. We present examples of reviews generated by the model and conditioned upon 0, 1, 5, and 10 star ratings. For each we show an example each for three settings of the temperature (.1, .5, 1.0).
B.1 0 STAR REVIEWS
The following full reviews are generated conditioned on a 0 star rating for varying settings of the temperature.
With a temperature of .1 <STR>Pours a clear amber with a thin white head that dissipates quickly. Smell is of caramel malts and some hops. Taste is a little sweet and malty. The mouthfeel is thin and watery. This is a very disappointing beer. I would not buy this again.<EOS> With a temperature of .5:
<STR>This is an old bottle of a premium beer. This was a bad batch. Pours a color that is black. The head is a small bubbling of bubbles with a thick ring and leaves some nice lacing. The aroma is a strong metallic twang and some light chocolate notes. The smell is of cocoa and coffee. While the aroma is an astringent blast of chocolate and coffee on the nose. The taste is also filled with a very strong alcohol flavor. It tastes like a bad barleywine. The flavors are very strong, and the malt and dark fruits take over the flavor. The mouthfeel is thin and watery. The drinkability is not good.<EOS> With a temperature of 1.0 <STR>The color is a rice golden the body with fizzy yellow carbonation (which is unpleasant). No lacing, which suffers from half an inch. Anyway: horrible, suck, surprise, and unpleasant. I below a dubbel, but the honey seems a bit distracting. Thin almost taste of baked bread, caramel malt and almonds...very sickly without much addition into the bottom of perhaps in my mouth. This beer conversely, but then again my rear sourness really kicked up the malt and lies. Mouthfeel was fine. I was difficult to finish this fixe a year and thank Guinness at a party beer. I say this is one very watered down beer.<EOS>
B.2 1 STAR REVIEWS
With a temperature of 0.1 <STR>Pours a clear amber with a thin white head. Smell is of sweet malt, and a hint of caramel. Taste is also sweet and malty with a slight hop bitterness and a slight bitterness. Mouthfeel is medium bodied with a smooth and creamy mouthfeel. This is a beer that I will probably not go out of my way for any time <STR>Poured from a 12 oz. bottle into a pint glass. Appearance: Pours a dark brown color with a thick tan head that lasts forever and leaves a nice lacing on the glass. The aroma is of chocolate, coffee, chocolate, and a hint of chocolate. The taste is a nice blend of coffee, chocolate, and coffee. The mouthfeel is smooth and creamy with a nice creamy feel to it. This is a very good beer that I would definitely have again. I would love to have this again and again. I wish I had more of this stuff and see how this is the best beer I've ever had. I could drink this all day and enjoy it all the time. I could drink this all day and drink all day. I could drink this all day and drink all day and savor the other three of these and this is a staple in my fridge.<EOS> With a temperature of 0.5
<STR>A-Amber brown with a small white head that has decent retention and leaves a nice lacing on the glass. Aroma is strong of citrus hops and a mild sweet malt aroma. The taste is so smooth and crisp tasting with the hops throughout the taste. The malt is more citrus than I expect to be sure this is a hop bomb with the alcohol in this beer that makes it easy to drink and smooth. The alcohol is noticeable and delicious. This is a great beer, and a great take on the style and one of the best in the world. I could drink this all night. I guess the alcohol is evident in the flavor and the flavors are bright and crisp and drinks smoother and is so easy to drink. I wish I had more! This is the best beer that I've ever had in awhile. I would definitely order it again and again.<EOS> 
D SENTIMENT TRACKING OVER SENTENCES
As each character in a review is encountered, we can plot the rating (with a granularity of 100 evenly spaced settings between 1 star and 5) which gives the review highest likelihood. Thus we can tell not only the sentiment of the rating, but the precise word, and even character at which this sentiment became clear. We plot the likelihood given to a review by each rating. The network learns nonlinear dynamics of negation. "Not" reduces the rating when applied to "great" but increases the rating when applied to "bad".
F CLASSIFICATION RESULTS
We trained a concatenated input RNN, with item category information as the auxiliary input. Inferring the class probability via the conditional likelihoods of the review, we can use the model in reverse to predict the category of the beer described in the review. Using a balanced test set of 5000 reviews, we evaluated the classification performance of the category RNN against two multinomial regression classifiers, one trained on the top 10,000 n-grams from the training set, and the other trained on tf-idf transfromed n-grams. The confusion matrices for these experiments can be seen in Table 2, Table 3, and Table 4 . We also show results for a concatenated input RNN with rating information as used to classify positive (≥ 4.0 stars) and negative (≤ 2.0 stars) reviews. char at each sequence step. However, sometimes we don't simply want to generate given a representation x aux , but to learn a representation of x aux . For example, to generate a characterlevel caption given an image, we might want to jointly learn a convolutional neural network to encode the image, and a generative RNN to output a caption.
Predicted Label
To accomplish this task at the character level, we propose the following network architecture and hypothesize that is will provide the benefits of learning an encoding while preserving our ability to generate long passages at the character level. At train time the x aux is fed to an encoder, whose output is then passed as auxiliary information to a concatenated input network. At prediction time, for any input, the encoding is calculated once, after which the inference problem is identical to that of our demonstrated concatenated input network. 
H LEARNING CURVES
For each task, we train two unsupervised character-level donor RNNs so that we may harvest the weights for transplantation into the concatenated input networks. We train separate donor networks for the two tasks (rating and category modeling) because each is trained on a different subset of the data (the beer set is selected for class balance among the 5 categories and is thus smaller). These networks are trained until convergence (Figure 9 ). After transplantation, we train the concatenated input RNNs with high learning rates, to induce the weights for auxiliary information to grow quickly. This results in an initial spike in loss (to quick to be seen in Figure 10 ), after which the loss quickly decreases. 
